League of Nations - Seventh Assembly
Geneva, Switzerland, 1926

French/English titles
35mm silent (edited) dupe negative 1,200
(safety)

1. Quotation from preamble to League of Nations' covenant.
2. Sir Eric Drummond, Secretary of League of Nations, at his desk, dictating to his secretary, signing documents.
4. Unidentified delegates at railroad station.
5. Flags of various nations being displayed from balconies of buildings.
6. Delegates on streets, outside their hotels (including Briand (France), Sciajola (Italy), Stresemann (Germany), Adaci (Japan), Motta (Swiss Confederation), Apponyi (Hungary) and Benes (Czechoslovakia)).
7. Exteriors: streets, crowd, Woodrow Wilson memorial plaque, sight-seeing buses with delegates, automobiles, taxi cabs,
8. Lobby: delegates shaking hands, in conversation (among delegates: Dr. Madsen (Norway), Albert Thomas (Director General of ILO) and Beurotto (Germany)).

9. Exteriors on the terrace: Japanese and Latin American delegates including Uruttia from Colombia and Guani from Uruguay.

10. Interiors; Various shots of council with delegates before opening of meeting. Public. Shots during meeting. Delegates leaving council chamber (among them: Sciajola (Italy), Villegas (Chile), Briand (France), de Bethancourt (Cuba).

11. Empty council room.

12. Members of Secretariat at work (typists; pages of documents being assembled, etc.)

13. Recreation activities for delegates and Secretariat - sailing, golf and tennis (Sir Eric Drummond seen)
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